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“My motor’s conked,” states William Holden’s
movie character Al Ludlow as he trims his
North American BT-9 for powerless flight.

“Get the nose down,” he tells himself. “Get
it down! Got to keep flying speed. Pick a field and relax.”

Holden raises his goggles to survey the limited landing
options. “There’s one. No good — it’s downwind. Find
another one, quick! Only got 400-feet. Come on, I can get
into that one.” The BT-9 is now on the base leg to the
open field. “Turn now! Don’t change your mind — turn!”

The trainer fills the screen as the actor correctly kicks
his rudder and the massive process screen’s horizon begins
to turn about him. “Relax! Loosen up. That field’s small.
Have to clip those treetops and fishtail her. Cut in a little
soon now and stay high. You can kill altitude, but you
can’t get it back without your motor!

“Keep flying speed and relax. Now fishtail her.” The
camera records the North American’s descent as its nose
yaws from side to side, reducing speed and
altitude. “Still too fast, once more.” The
BT-9 is again fishtailing. “That’s better.
Okay, level out. Drop her in. Don’t dive
at the ground! Careful! Careful! Don’t
hit those trees!”

The camera angle switches to a posi-
tion immediately behind the BT-9 as it
touches down and speeds toward a
haystack. Continuing to recall the lessons
learned from Capt. Mercer, Ludlow
instructs himself on rollout, “Cut the
switch before you hit! Maybe I can ground
loop her. Hit that left brake. Hit it!” In a
masterful piece of real world flying, the
BT-9 appears to ground loop scant feet
from the haystack for a successful dead-
stick landing.

The sequence was a mixture of real flying
and a new form of process photography,
which would earn I Wanted Wings a techni-
cal Best Special Effects Academy Award.

Realizing the Air Corps would get a lot
of positive publicity from the film, a com-
plete BT-9 was trucked to the Paramount
sound stage in Hollywood where a new
screen process had been developed to proper-
ly illuminate the then massive and new 24-
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foot by 36-foot back screen panel.
Three cameras were mounted
behind the screen and syn-
chronized to project the
same film frame onto the
screen’s back —  thus
tripling the back-
ground illumina-
tion in order to

match the projected light on the actor and the
BT-9 in the foreground. For the time peri-

od, this was a revolutionary advance for
the film industry.

Despite his brilliant flying,
however, Ludlow is ultimately

eliminated from the cadet program.
This leads one to wonder about
author Beirne Lay’s identification
with the character. Why such
identification from the first-
time screenwriter whose pilot-
ing skills got him through
the ill-conceived 1934
Army airmail fiasco? Lay
would also have the need-
ed skills to become com-
mander of the 8th Air
Force’s B-24-equip-
ped 487th Bomb
Group as well as
earn a Distin-
guished Flying
Cross (DFC)
for an action
on 8 May
1944 during
which he
h e l p e d
land a

On location at Randolph Field, Texas, late in 1940
are cast and film crew of Paramount’s I Wanted
Wings. Standing on the wing root of the BT-9
closest to the camera is actor and private flier
Ray Milland. (Via Bruce Orriss)


